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Like many other Ula” I have’ 
=. been confused and disturbed by the re- 

cent ferer over the Warren report. After 
reading Charles Roberts’ objective 
count, “Eyewitness in Dallas” (at10Nai 
arrains, Dec. 5), | must agree with hin 

<*and admit that the conspiracy theory 
+ cannot be taken very seriously. 

Mantua McSweenst 
urlington, Vt. 

wYou get the feeling of gravedigging 
ghouls when you read the present furor] 
aver books critical of the; findings of the: 

, Warren cominission; the sole ebjectiv 
ethe authors and their publishers was 

~ make money. Nothing is served by rak 
over these dead ashes except sensatio 

fism, and sensationalism brings in dolla 

# New York City 

Roberts says that the autopsy report n= 
* President Kennedy was written by “th 

LF ‘experts the U.S. Navy could muster.” Hef | 
$ is incorrect. Commanders Boswell and 
$ <Humes of the Navy are not forensie. 
t';_pathologists; Colonel Finck of the Am 
Be a qualified forensic pathologist, but he’ 

arrived when the autopsy examination 
=. was already in progress and at an un-. 
specified stage. > 

he It is the Warren report that is on trial, 
not Edward Jay Epstein’s “Inquest” orig 

ie any other critical work, And thus far, theg 
+ case for the defense of the report—to citeg 

but one example—is pitifully feeble, and 
‘3 often inaccurate as to basic facts. 3 

Syivia MeaGH 
- New York City 

Zu aighar narrowly interprets the pha: 
.* forensic-medicine experts” to inelud@ 
“onl; those pathologists who are cart 

ein forensic pathology by the pakmg 
‘Board of Patholozy, then Meclinicaly 8 
‘is correct. 

But if she implies that the three 
board was incompetent to conduct ti 
“autopsy and resolve questions of forensig 
»flegal) medicine, then she is at varige 
ance with the professional opinion a t 

“Dr. Benwood Hunter, von Pata of3 

topflight . vest 
tl logy.” 
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aioe i the second point, Lt. Col. Pierre! 

ticipated in the autopsy, con- 

Five Tn all vie its findings and seve testi- 

1 Bret fing seven pages in tha Warren, | 

‘comenjsgionLhecrings: Ui me 
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